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"0 UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Those on Attached List

FROM: LeMoine J. Cunningham, Chief
Section 2, Operating Reactor Programs Branch
Division of Quality Assurance, Safeguards,

and Inspection Programs
Office of Inspection and Enforcement

SUBJECT: UPDATED GUIDANCE ON FIT TESTING OF BIOPAK 60-P
RESPIRATOR USERS

This letter provides updated guidance on fit testing of BioPak 60-P respirator
users in response to inquiries from licensees and inspectors regarding implemen-
tation of previous guidance (memo to L.R. Greger, RIII, from L.J. Cunningham,
IE August 8, 1983 - copy enclosed).- Licensee and inspectors have inquired as
to what constitutes an acceptable method for performing quantitative fitting
of the wearers of this apparatus as required in footnote 1, to Appendix A of
Part 20; specifically, is it acceptable to check the fit of the device (the
face to facepiece sealing capability) by testing the user while the user is
wearing just the facepiece equipped with a high efficiency filter supplied by
the manufacturer of the device. Previous guidance stated that the wearer must
don the entire unit for-fit testing since it was 'felt that' fitting the face-
piece with a high efficiency filter that is capable of allowing no more than
0.03% leakage would preclude measurement of the required 0.02% leakage or less
through the face to facepiece sealing area. However, the 0.03% leakage allowed
for high efficiency filters is determined with a more penetrating aerosol
(monodispersed) than used in fit testing. Therefore, it is possible to measure
the 0.02% leakage accurately with the facepiece equipped with a'high efficiency
filter (0.02% leakage corresponds to a fit factor of 5000).

Requiring a fit factor of 5000 in the negative pressure air-purifying mode is
too restrictive. This approach to fit testing allows no credit for protection
provided by the positive pressure inside the facepiece generated by the device
in its normal mode of operation. Positive pressure inside the facepiece can
compensate for, inward leakage of contaminants to some extent by ensuring air
circulating through the device is leaked outward instead of leaking contami-
nants into the worker's breathing zone. However, in this device that protec-
tion is obtained at a large cost if the fit is poor and outward leakage is
substantial because reduced service life results as outward leakage of air is
made up from the small volume of oxygen carried by the user. The volume
carried is sufficient to exchange the volume of carbon dioxide released in
respiration with compressed oxygen. Carbon dioxide is removed from the
circulating air by the sorbent scrubber.
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A hard and fast number that delineates good from poorly fitting respirators is
not available. In the opinions of many experts in the field of respiratory
protection, 1000 seems to represent a reasonable number for distinguishing
between good and poorly fitting respirators. It is recommended that licensees
use this number as a guide for determining if an acceptable fit has been
achieved with this device.

For those persons that are unable to attain a fit factor of 1000 with just the
facepiece in negative pressure mode participation in emergency, potentially
IDLH situations should be restricted. This person may experience drastically
reduced service time which reduces emergency response capability as well as
hindering escape from a potentially life threatening situation.

The intent of the previous guidance was not to verify proper functioning of the
entire unit. The operability of the assembled unit is checked after mainte-
nance and before each use. In addition, fit testing of workers wearing the
assembled unit in the case of this apparatus was presenting other problems due
to the low makeup volume and leakage detection interference from background
water vapor droplets and particulates from the carbon dioxide scrubber system.

Based on the interference problem that has.been reported and revaluation of the
previous guidance it is now recommended that fit testing of wearers of the
BioPak 60-P be performed with just the facepiece equipped with a high effi-
ciency filter and that a factor of 1000 be considered an acceptable fit. A
recommendation will be made to RES to update Appendix A to include the intent
of this interpretation in the next rule change.

If you have any questions regarding this guidance please contact Lynnette
Hendricks of my staff (492-9728) or Jim Wigginton, IE (492-4967).

LeMoine J. Cunningham, Chief
Section 2, Operating Reactor Programs Branch
Division of Quality Assurance, Safeguards

and Inspection Programs
Office of Inspection and Enforcement

Enclosure:
Memorandum L.R. Greger frm

L.J. Cunningham dtd. 8/8/84
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MEMORAN(DUM FOR: L. Robert Greger, Chief
Facilities Radiation Protection Section
Region III

FROM: LeMoine J. Cunningham, Chief, Section B
Engineering and Generic

Communications Branch
Division of Emergency Preparedness

and Engineering Response
Office of Inspection and Enforcement

SUBJECT: REQUESTED GUIDANCE ON FIT TESTING BIO-PAK
60 RESPIRATOR USERS

In response to your July 8, 1983 memorandum, we have worked with RES (Lynnette
Hendricks) in forming the guidance for testing and use of the positive pres:.2re,
closed-circuit, self-contained breathing apparatus. We have also reviewed tne
applicable inspection report (50-266/83-03) which formed the basis for your re-
quest. Your questions are repeated below followed by the requested guidance.

I Is it acceptable to fit test a worker for a closed circuit, positive pres-
sure SCBA (Bio-Pak 60) using only the facepiece with an attached parti-
culate filter, or must the entire SCBA be fit tested?

No, this testing with only a particulate filter would be unable to demon-
strate meeting the 0.02% leakage standard (Protection Factor of 5000)
required by 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix A, footnote (L). High efficiency fii-
ters are generally only 99.97% effective (0.03% allowable leakage).

2. What protection factor (P/F) must be attained to demonstrate a successful fit
of a closed circuit, positive pressure SCBA (Bio-Pak 60.)?

Closed-circuit, positive pressure SCBA's must be tested to demonstrate
a P/F or fit factor of 5000 as required by Part 20. This current re-
quirement was first discussed in IE Informati'n Notice 81-26, Part 1:
Use Of Recirculating - Mode (closed circuit) Self-Contained Breathing
Apparatus (Rebreathers), dated August 28, 1981. As stated in IE IN
81-26, because of the small oxygen supply and the wide mask, a quanti-
tive fit test is required by Part 20 to ensure this approved-for-
emergency-use SCBA will provide its intended level of wearer protec-
tion.

CONTACT: Lynnette Hendricks
443-7970
Jim Wigginton
492-4967
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.3. -If the licensee's fit test does not demonstrate a successful fit (i.e., a
llss protection factor than those listed in 10 CFR 20, Appendix A), is it
ncceptable to apply the measured• protec.tion factor without specific autho-
rization by NRC? 

"

No, this is not an acceptable practice. The P/F's listed in Part 20
are conservative--any fit test result less than these conservative
factors is an indication of an improperly functioning respirator
and/or respirator-user problems.

If you have any questions concerning this guidance, please call either Lynnette
Hendricks (RES) or Jim Wigginton (IE).

LeMgýi e J. Cunningham, Ciief, Section B
Engineering and Generic

Communications Branch
Division of Emergency Preparedness

and Engineering Response, IE

cc: M. Shanbaky, RI
K. Barr, RII
P. Lovendale, RIIIl
B. Murray, RIV
F. Wenslawski, RV

)6/. Hendricks, RES
W. *Cool, RES
0. Lynch, NRR
W. Fisher, IE
L. Cobb, IE
E. Blackwwod, EDO
J. Taylor
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SEP 8 1983

MEMORANDUM FOR: L. R. Greger, Chief
Facilities Radiation Protection Section
Emergency Preparedness

and Radiological Safety
Division of Radiological and

Materials Safety Program, Region III

FROM: LeMoine J. Cunningham, Chief, Section B
Engineering and Generic

Communications Branch
Division of Emergency Preparedness

and Engineering Response
Office of Inspection and Enforcement

SUBJECT: GUIDANCE CONCERNING 10 CFR 20.103 AND USE OF
PRESSURE DEMAND SCBA's

This is in response to your April 19, 1983 memorandum requesting guidance on
the above subject. The Region III licensee's proposed respiratory protection
plan to allow bearded personnel to use pressure demand-SCBA's (provided that
service time is not reduced to less than 20 minutes) has been discussed with
RES (Lynette Hendricks), and NIOSH has been consulted. In your memorandum you
stated your objection to the licensee's proposal but could find no clear regu-
latory basis for your objection. We support your objection and feel there is
a strong technical basis for that objection.

We found several technical flaws in the licensee's proposal to deviate from the
normal industry practice of requiring clean-shaven faces in the seal area of
tightfitting respirators (see enclosed proposal). One serious problem is the
potential for a user to "overbreath"; a person working under heavy physical and
mental stress (such as firefighting efforts) can exceed the SCBA's air supply
capability. When a beard-caused leak in the seal area exists, the additional
"makeup" air is drawn from the outside atmosphere through the leak area. The
proposal is silent on this problem.

Another problem is beard interference with the operation of the facepiece's ex-
haust (exhalation) valve. A beard can hold this valve open, and on a deep breath
could allow outside, contaminated air to enter the facepiece. Also, on a normal
volume inhalation an open exhaust valve could allow loss of air, thereby reducing
the users's air service time. The licensee does not address this problem.

Technical Contacts:
Jim Wigginton*, IE 7,,41.. .

49-24967 _
Lynette Hendricks, RES

443-7970 • •
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A major problem with, the licensee's proposal centers on the high probability for
increased outward -leakage caused by beard interference with the seal. The
Industrial Hygiene.Support Group at Lawrence Livermore Lab (LLL) has noted during
testing of bearded personnel that the SCBA advertised 30-minutes air supply
(which normally lasts approximately 20 minutes) ran out in 10-12 minutes at a
moderate work load. As reported in the enclosed article, "Facial Hair & Breath-
ing Protection", "It must be emphasized again that facial hair characteristics
change daily, so any test of facepiece fit or how long the breathing air cylinder
will last on one day will be different on succeeding days." We and NIOSH believe
that a daily quantitive fit test would probably be required to ensure adequate
air supply service time for bearded users who have facial hair in the seal area.
The administrative costs and problems with such a program seem to be tremendous.

Since the licensee has formally asked forRegional approval, we recommend you
deny approval based on the above technical grounds. The proposed program does
not provide sufficient assurance for preventing significant SCBA service-time
reduction and is silent on the serious personal safety concerns involving over-
breathing and exhausion valve interference for bearded users. Additionally, it
is obvious that an impaired firefigher could reduce overall firefighting capa-
bilities, with attendant potential for loss of accident mitigation capabilities.
As to the regulatory basis for denying program approval, while the regulations
do not specially prohibit facial hair in the seal area, sufficient regulatory
guidance already exists which defines acceptable practices in this area. We
wish to make the point that beards and facial hair are addressed specifically in
this response only because they are the subject of your memorandum and the
licensee's proposal. The basic issue is assurance that a leak-tight seal
is obtained. Inadequate seals can be caused not only by beards and facial hair,
but also facial bone structure, scar tissue, skin blemishes, etc. Personnel
having any condition that prevents a leak-tight seal and proper operation of the
respirator should not be qualified respirator wearers nor should they be assign-
ed duties which necessitate the wearing-of respirators.

And now to address your specific question of whether 10 CFR 20.103 (a) (3) permits
the use of post-exposure whole body counts to determine compliance with Part 20
intake limits. As you know, the regulations allow licensees who choose not to
fully implement the respiratory protection program requirements in 20.103 (c) (2)
to use respirators, but does not allow them to take any credit for protection
factors. We feel this is a reasonable position from the perspective of providing
workers protection during routine, planned operations in airborne radioactivity
areas. For these operations, the degree of hazard can be pre-determined by air
sampling, and licensees can then assume no protection factors and limit the stay
time such that administrative intake "overexposures" should not occur. However,
the case for firefighters differs drastically.
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Prompt emergency response does not lend itself to the pre-work assessment of
airborne hazards (toxic smoke, gases, and radioactive material). In emergency
situations, it is clearly illogical to take the "no-protection" assumption
for entry into IDLH areas of unknown hazards. In the case of firefighting
hazards,,exposure to radioactive materials is generally of secondary importance,
and toxic fumes/gases are the principal personal safety threat. However, a
strict, legal reading of the regulations leads us to conclude that nothing
specifically prohibits the licensee from using post-work whole body counts
for demonstrating compliance with Part 20 intake limits for emergency entries
into areas of unknown hazards. From a routine radiological perspective we
are not uncomfortable with this reading; however, in the case of unqualified
respirator wearers performing emergency response actions in high risk areas
with the attendant unknown level of protection, we strongly believe the regu-
lations should clearly require licensees to provide high quality respiratory
protection.

We have worked closely with RES's Occupational Protection Branch on this matter
and they have agreed to consider recommending interim changes to the regulations
to clarify and strengthen the respiratory requirements in the emergency-use area.
Additionally, they have budgeted research funds for the 1985 fiscal year to have
Los Alamos examine the effect of facial hair on the operation of SCBA's. It is
interesting to note that in the firefighter Quinn VS. Muscare case (copy enclos-
ed) the Supreme Court did not overturn a lower court ruling in favor of the
Chicago fire department's policy of not allowing facial hair in the seal area.

ELD has no legal objections to this guidance.

If you have any questions concerning this guidance, please call me or
Jim Wigginton.

kLeMone 3. Cunningham, Chief, Section B
Engineering and Generic

Communications Branch
Division of Emergency Preparedness

and Engineering Response, IE

Enclosures:
1. Licensee Proposal
2. LLL Article
3. Supreme Court Ruling

cc: see page 4
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cc: R.Alexander, RES
L Fisher, IE

E. Flack, IE
L. Cobb, IE
0. Lynch, IE
F. Congel, NRR
W. Cool, RES
A. Bellamy, RI
A. Gibson, RII
C. Paperiello, RIll
G. Brown, RIV
H. Book, RV
.K. Cyr, ELD
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Jarr.es G Keppler, Administrator a " U C 4
Big Rock Point Plant
IEIR 82-13 Response
January 31, 1983

ective Action To Be Taken To Avoid Further Nor P liance:

The propo policy regarding use of resp• ory protection equipment
(see response Item No. 3a.2) will b implemented upon approval by
the NRC, and all e brigade men s will be so qualified.

Our plant requirements wil e changed to require biennial testing in
accordance'with.Federal gula ns.

The Date When F CompFf• lilance Willbe ivd

The dat full compliance is dependant on the ults of the NRC
rev' of the proposed policy but will be no later 30 days

lowing said approval. All required respiratory fit t will be
completed by March 1, 1983.

3a.2 "During this routine inspection, the inspectors observed a total of
three (3) fire brigade members with full facial beards parti6ipation in
the annual fire brigade practice session conducted on Wednesday, August
18, 1982. These persons cannot be considered qualified fire brigade
members because their facial hair invalidates their qualification for
the'use of respiratory protection equipment".

Response to Item No. 3a.2

Corrective Action Taken and Results Achieved:

We have reviewed the applicable regulations regarding the use of
respiratory protection devices, and there appears to be no specific
requirement that would invalidate the respiratory protection qualifica-
tion of fire brigade members wearing beards. In particular'we noted
the following:

10 CFR 20 - it is stated in Appendix A, footnote B, that "Only for
shaven faces and where nothing interferes with the seal of tight
fitting face pieces against the skin." This is interpreted to permit
the use of published Protection Factors when the listed devices are
used on individuals who are clean shaven in the area of the seal.
However, 10 CFR 20 does not appear to state that individuals must be
clean shaven to wear the respirator.. Also, 10 CFR 20.103a.3 permits the
use of post exposure whole body counts for the purpose of determining
compliance with 10 CFR 20.103.

29 CFR - in this regulation which addresses non-radiological hazards it
is stated in Section 1910.134e.5.i that, "Respirators shall not be worn
when conditions prevent a good face seal. Such conditions may be a
growth of beards, sideburns, a skull cap that projects under the face
piece or temple pieces on glasses." Thus, if a good face seal exists

ocl*282-01 13a142-123



James G Keppler,- Administrator
Big Rock Point. Plant
IEIR 82-13 Response
January 31, 1983

(defined as the lack of inward leakage) facial hair in the area of the
seal may be worn.

Therefore., we are proposing the following policy regarding use of
respiratory protection equipment.. In addition to the regulations dis-
cussed above, this policy was developed based on the following two con-
siderations:

1. The results of an experiment we performed with a Survive Air
respirator which indicate that these 30 minute respirators,
operating in the positive pressure mode, provide 22 minutes of
protection for a person with a coarse full beard. This
experiment was performed in a quantitative fit-test booth and the
observed protection factor did not vary from those normally seen
for clean shaven persons.

2. According to our Fire Plan, we may be required to call upon the
local volunteer fire department for assistance. Some of these
individuals, over whom we have no control, have beards.

The proposed policy is as follows:

* a. Persons who may be required to wear respiratory protection
devices with tight fitting face pieces shall be certified in
their use. To maintain certification, each individual to be
certified shall shave in the area of the seal and receive a
quantitative fit test once every two years and/or if a signif-
icant change in the individual's facial features is noted.

b. Persons required to wear respiratory protection devices with
tight fitting face pieces shall also be clean shaven in the area
of the seal when such devices are required to be worn, except as

described in c below.

C. Persons with facial hair in the area of the seal may. initially
don, (1) in emergency (radiological or fire) situations and,
(2) in drills, positive pressure open circuit SCEAs provided that
the service time is not reduced to less than 20 minutes. For
persons with such facial hair, a length of service time test
under simulated work conditions shall be; performed with their
beards intact at least every two years.

d. Individuals initially responding to emergencies, who have facial
hair in the area of the seal, shall be replaced as soon as
practical with individuals that are clean shaven in the area of
the seal.

e. Determination of individual intakes of radioactivity may be based
on air sample and bioassay techniques.

oc1282-0113a 142-123
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James G Keppler, Administrator 6
Big Rock Point Plant
IEIR 82-13 Response
January 31, 1983

f. Appropriate respirator eyeglasses should be maintained available.
Also, contact lenses shall not be worn in any Respiratory
Protection Device.

Corrective Action To Be Taken To Avoid Further Noncompliance:

The proposed policy regarding use of respiratory protection equipment
will be implemented upon approval by the NRC.

The Date When Full Compliance Will Be Achieved:

The date of full compliance is dependant on the results of the NRC
review of the proposed policy but will be no later than 30 days
following said appro'al.

3 .3 "Appendix A, cards 5 and 6, "Fire Emergency Actions and Respons:
ties," of the fire protection implementing procedures do not quire
the fire brigade leader or other fire brigade members to re ond to
ractice drill or actual fire scenes wearing protective t nout coats

o OSH{A hard hats." 
e

Correctiv'ection Taken and Results Achieved:

Section 5.6 of he Fire Protection Imple nting Procedures states
"Selfcontained b thing units shall b 'orn for protection against
airborne activity, gen deficient ae as, toxic gases or when
specified by the Prop ty Protectio Supervisor or brigade leader.
Appendix A, Card 5 (Fir Brigade eader) states "His immediate actions
are to don a self-contain "ing apparatus and bring the caddy to

We concur that protectiv clothi and respiratory equipment are
important and should b worn when ghting fires. However, the NRC's
concern is that all igade members sponding to a fire alarm should
be required to fi put on protective othing and respiratoryequipment. .O

ponse to a fire alarm shou be immediate without
undue del The detectors in use at Big Rock nt are very sensitive
and if ere is a fire, it could still be small en h that a fire
extin isher could put it out. If time is taken to to a fire depot
to Vn protective clothing and respirator, fire brigade embers might
aveire five or ten minutes late.- to the fire and the fire ore

Presently, the brigade leader dons protective clothing and a res rator
and reports to the scene. Normally, an Auxiliary Operator would

ocl282-0113al42-123
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Because of its research in re.spira-
tor, protective devices-used by the
f4e service and industry, the 'Law-.
rnce Livemnore National Laboratory
(LLNJL) receives numerous requests
for information about breathing pro-
tection. By -far, the greatest number
c.f Ietters and phone calls from the
fHe sen.vce concern the use of breath-
ing apparatus by fire fighters with
beards, long sideburns or extra-long
mcustaches. Periodically, there are
g:-e-ances filed and hearings held
for re-ri-mands and dismissals
issued by both industry and the fire
service because a user of a respira-
tory protective device refused to
shave excess facial hair, claiming a
,iolation of personal rights. These
are comolicated occasionally by a
condition, found usually in black
males, in which shaving causes mild
to severe irritation to the skin.

Since the problem of facial hair

Tirs "work uvs performed y Lawrence Liver-
more r'ctiowl Laboratorv under the auspices
of the U.S. DcT, rtment of Energy, contract
i:'-mr•'r W,-, 5-•-ENG,-4,E.

and breathing apparatus is of such
widespread interest and concern,
this article will discuss the situation
and try to put it into perspective.
While this article may not provide
the answers to specific problems,
which may involve emotional fac-
tors, it will give somrre specific in-
formation known about facial hair
and breathing protection.

Facepiece-to-Face Leakage Rates
One of the more frequently asked

questions is how much leakage does
a beard cause? This question cannot
be -answered because the amount of
leakage will vary considerably
among individuals, depending on
many factors.

The texture of a beard, for exam-
ple, will affect the leak rate. A fine-
haired beard usually will compact
and cause less leakage than a coarse-
haired beard. Hair is roughly in the
shape of a cylinder. Thus, the small-
er the diameter of each hair
cylinder, the smaller the spaces be-
tween the hair cylinders. Figure I
shows, in an exaggerated form, the

difference in .the size of the air spaces
between a coarse beard with iarge-
diameter hair cylinders and a fine
beard with small-diameter hair

- cylinders.
The length of the hair is another

factor affecting the leak rate. Figure_,
shows, in a simp-lified version, how
the longer hairs may compress more
tightly than shorter hairs. This com-
pression can tend to push the face-
piece further away from the face.
Also, if the hairs are sp.inp" and
kinky', they, will resist packing
together and tend to push the face-
piece away, again increasing the
leakage rate. Thus, a newly trimmed
beard may be more springy and
cause greater leakage than a longer
one. Figure 2 also illustrates how
even a one-day's gro•,'th of beard
stubble can cause some leakage.
Each day's growth will change the
fitting characteristics, so someonE
who may have had a satisfacton' fi
one day will not have the same fit on
succeeding days.

The volume of-ha:..on the.,fa-ce is
another determining factor.in the fit.
Apc rson with thin.sideburns pene-



trating the facepiece-to-face seal
would not be expected to have as
much leakage as someone with a full
beard. The question then is how do
you determine how much hair
penetrating the facepiece-to-face
seal is acceptable and how much is
not? For this reason, most rules and
regulations prohibit any facial hair in
the facepiece sealing area.

While thisarticle has been discus-
sing how well a beard will "pack"
down, it musT be remembered"that
packing is also a function of how
tightly the facepiece straps are pulled.
If the straps are pulled as tightly
as possible to "pack" the beard to its
maximum, the wearer may not be
able to stand the discomfort caused
by pressure points for more than a
few minutes. Facepieces are de-
signed to fit best when tightened
snugly against- the face, not tight-
ened to the point of distortion of the
facepiece and discomfort to the
wearer. Thus, if a bearded wearer
tries to minimize leakage by over-
tightening the straps to "pack" his
beard, he may be distorting the face-
piece at other parts of his face and
causing a leak there. In addition, be-
cause of discomfort, he may have
difficulty working very long without
loosening the straps.

Bearded personnel have claimed
that the beard acts as a filter, keeping
out smoke. This is true when the
smoke particles involved are larger
than the spaces between the hairs.
As late as 1910, beards at least six
inches long were required for fire
fighters in .many cities. The beard
was dipped in a bucket of water be-
fore entering a burning building,
folded into the mouth and used as a
smoke filter for breathing.'

What must be remembered,
though, is that a filter which allows
air to pass through it also allows
gases, vapors and small particles to
pass through. And it is the highly
toxic gas and vapor decomposition
products from synthetic materials.
now found in homes and industry,
and the usually present carbon
monoxide, that are the major
hazards to the fire fighter, not the
large-size smoke particles or ashes?
Therefore, the filtering action of the

* beard is not protecting the fire fight-
er from the real dangers present in
-fire situations.

Another problem is that facial
hair, if too long, can interfere with
the operation of the facepiece ex-

26

- Hair
cylinder

Hair
eyilinder * F-acepi-ece wairng edge

Coars hair Fine hair

Figure 1. Effect of Compacting Coarse Hair or Fine Hair (Note the size of the air
spaces between hair cylinders.)

halation valve. There have been ex-
amples where a goatee, full bushy
beard or long handlebar moustache
have penetrated the exhaust valve,
holding it in the open position dur-
ing inhalation and allowing con-
tarninated outside air to come into
the facepiece.

How Much Facepiece Leakage Can
Occur?

Periodically a bearded employee
asks LLNL to measure his facepiece
leakage to see if he can get a "satis-
factory" seal. LLNL refuses to do
this because the regulations under
which the Laboratory operates pro-
hibit any employee with facial hair,
which penetrates the facepiece-to-
face seal, from wearing any type of
respiratory protective device.
Moreover, even if a "satisfactory" fit
were found today, tomorrow or in a
few days it would no longer be
adequate.

Studies have. been published
which do investigate the leakages
found from facial hair?,'4"-' One of
the most complete studies was done
by E. C. Hyatt, et al., at the Los Ala-
mos National Scientific Laboratory.
This report, published in the April
1973 issue of the American Industrial
Hygiene Association Journal, classified
the various types of facial hair, gave
the leakages they can cause and
listed the effects of day-to-day beard
growth on certain subjects. All tests
were conducted on respiratory pro-
tective devices which had negative
pressure in the facepiece .on inhala-
tion (equivalent. to demand-type
SCBA). .Of 35 tests on bearded sub-
jects with full facepieces, 27-had
"unsatisfactory" fits, with leakages

'found up to 16%. (Note: these tests

were conducted using salt particles
as the test agent; higher leakages
would be expected from a gas or
vapor.)

The author is unaware of any stud-
ies published since the 1973 Los
Alamos report. However, OSHA
regulations prohibit industry.from
allowing any employees, with facial
hair protruding into the facepiece-
to-face seal, to use respirators. These
regulations, which are based on the
cited studies, have made additional
investigations of little necessity.
However, fire departments that do
not come under state or federal reg-
ulations covering respiratory protec-
tion must make and enforce their
own rules.

Positive Pressure (Pressure
Demand) SCBA and Facial Hair

The studies cited above referred,
of course, to negative pressure di
mand) type breathing apparatus. An
o vious answer t--to is sthe use of
positive pressure (pressure de-
mand) respirators. Many depart-
ments are equipped with these
devices already. Unfortunately, this is
not a satisfactory answer. There are
three problems which can occur
with pressure demand apparatus
and users with excessive facial hair.
The first is that the leakage caused
by the beard permits air within the
facepiece to leak out, reducing the
length of time the compressed air
cylinder can supply air to the
wearer. With a substantial leak
caused by a beard, we have
observed that a 30-minute unit,
which normally will Iast 20-,2 main-
utes at a rhoderate: vwork rate, runs
out of air in.as'short a time as IU-12

Sminut'es '-D cm -b:
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Figure 2. Effect of Beard Length

The second problem is that a per-
son doing moderately heavy to
heavy work can "overbreathe" the
air supply if there is a leak, and suck
or pull in outside contaminated air
through the leak. In other words,
the regulator cannot'deliver enough
air from the cylinder if the user takes
a hard, rapid breath while doing
hard work. This is more Pronounced
if the user is a large man with a large
lung capacity. With a leak'between
the facepiece and the face, such as
that caused "by a beard, the extra air
needed is drawn from outside the
facepiece. (Note: if there is no leak,,
the facepiece will tend to collapse
towards the wearer's face because of
the vacuum created. This forces the
user to slow down his breathing rate
to a level which the regulator can
deliver.)

The third problem is the one de-
scribed earlier, where the beard can
interfere with the exhaust valve op-
eration. This, in turn, can allow out-
side contaminated air to enter the
exhaust valve when the user takes a
deep breath, because. the valve is
held open by the beard. It also
allows air in the facepiece to escape
during inhalation, again shortening
the time the air supply will last.

Standards and Regulations
Practically every standard or reg-

ulation on respiratory protective de-
vices prohibits the use of respirators if
the wearer has any facial hair pro-,
truding between the face and the
facepiece seal. This is true whether
or not they have negative or positive
pressure in the facepiece on inhala-
tion. The only exceptions are devices
with a hood or helmet which totally
covers the head and seal at the neck,
not the face. However, these are not

available for self-contained breath-
ing apparatus except for some
five-minute escape devices.

The list of standards and regula-
tions given here are national, not
state or local. OSHA agreement-
states would have their own regula-
tions for respiratory protective
devices and these regulations should
be reviewed where applicable. Since
the OSHA agreement-states' regula-
tions must be eq'ual to or better than
federal OSHA requirements, rules.
prohlibiting facial hair and respirator
use should be included in all such
state plans.

Standards
ANSI Z88.2 1,2980'
Facial hair is mentioned in this

national standard, "Practices for Re-
spiratory Protection," just published
in 1980.

3.5.8 "A respirator with a face-
*piece shall not be worn if fa-
cial hair comes between the
sealing periphery of the
facepiece and the face or if
facial hair interferes with
valve f-unction."

7.3.1 "A person who has hair
(stubble, moustache, side-
burns, .beard, low hairline,
bangs) which passes. be-
tween the face and the seal-
ing.surface of the facepiece
of the respirator shall not be
permitted to wear such type
of respirator."

7.3"2,"A person who has hair
(moustache, beard) which
interferes with the function
of the irespirator valve(s)
shall not be permitted to
wear the respirator."

ANSI Z88.5 41 298010
This standardlon "Practices for Re-

spiratory Profection for the Fire

Service," soon to be published, says:
9.7 :'Facepiece-to-Face Sealing

Problems. Facial hair which
interferes with the face-
piece-to-face seal or in the-
operation of the exhalation
valve on the full facepiece of
the SCBA shall not be per-
mitted. Such facial hair may
include beards, sideburns,
moustaches, long hairlines,
or bangs which pass be-
tween the sealing surface of
the facepiece of-the SCBA
and the face of the wearer."

NIOSH-A Guide to Industrial Res-
piratory 'Protection"

"Facial hair lying between
the sealing surface of a re-
spirator facepiece and the
wearer's skin will prevent a
good seal. If the-respirator
permits negative'-air pres-
sure inside the facepiece
during inhalation, there will
be excessive penetration by
an air contaminant. Even a
few days growth of stubble
will permit excessive con-
taminant penetration.
"Respirators shall not. be
worn when conditions pre-
vent a good seal of the face-
piece to the face. Such items
as beards and sidebu.rns pre-
vent, satisfactory sealing.
Therefore, anyone who has
stubble, a moustache, side-
burns, or a beard that passes
between his face and the
sealing surface shall not
wear a respirator that allows
negative pressure inside the
facepiece during, inhala-
tion.".

Federal OSHA-Section 1910.2341'
This regulation, under which pri-

vate industry falls, says:
"Every respirator wearer
shall .receive fitting instruc-
tions including demonstra-
tions and practice .in how
the respirator should be
worn, how to adjust it, and
how to determine if it fits
:properly. Respirators shall
not be worn when condi-
tions- prevent a -good face
seal. Such conditions may
be a growth of beard, side-
burns, a skull cap that ex-
tends under the facepiece, or
templt' pieces on glasses." -

Otlher-Regulations: - -

The Intermational Fire Chief



Both the Department of Energy
(DOE) and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) have respirator
regulations for their contractors and
licensees, respectively, which pro-
hibit facial hair and respirator use.
The DOE manual is quoted as
follows'- and the NRC manual" has
similar wording:

13.3 "Persons using tight-fitting
(facepiece) respirators shall

" - not have any facial hair
. .hichrinte-feres with the
sealing surface of the
respirator. Any" intrusion of
facial hair into the sealing
surface of the respirator, re-
sults in an increase in leak-
age. Problem areas, other
than full facial hair, are
beards and moustaches with
half-mask facepieces and
long, wide sideburns on full
facepieces.

"Individuals who have facial
hair styles which might in-
terfere with the sealing sur-
face of a respirator must be
closely supervised. Over a
short period of time (even
days), the facial hair could
extend into the critical seal

* area. Any worker who has
facial hair which intrudes
into the area where the res-
pirator seals against the
ace shall not be fitted with a

respirator. Additionally, any
worker who is not clean-
shaven shall not be allowed
to wear a respirator, even
though .he has previously
obtained a satisfactory fit
with the particular device.
This does not apply to loose-
fitting enclosures. such as
hoods, blouses, or suits."

Summary
This article has presented the

reasons why breathing apparatus
should not be used by persons with
facial hair which protrudes between
the facepiece sealing area and the
face. Unfortunately, what should be
a common sense health protective
measure has, in some cases, become
an emotional issue with both per--.
sonal and civil rights thought to be
jeopardized.

Many of these confrontations
should be resolved by common
sense. For example, knowing that a
very short stubble usually causes
less leakage than full bushy beards,

25

a person with, the skin condition
caused by shaving probably could be
fairly well protected by trimming the
whiskers as close to the skin as
possible with scissors and using
pressure demand SCBA.

In like manner, someone who
feels strongly about keeping a beard
(for example, to hide a scar or other
disfigurement) could shave where
the facepiece seals to the skin and
keep the beard short enough so it

Sd6es not interfere with the exhala-
tion valve.

It is difficult to decide whether a
little hair would be'permissible
under the facepiece sealing surface
when pressure demand apparatus is
;used. For example, should thin side-
burns, which probably would be
perfectly safe, be permitted? Since
limits are hard to define, standards
and regulations say none is permit-
ted. However, some facial hair with
pressure demand SCBA might be
acceptable if it does not deplete the
air supply appreciably, interfere
with the exhaust valve function or
allow overbreathing by a large lung
capacity person.

Knowing these limitations, indi-
vidual fire departments, if not forced
to do so by regulations, might feel
that they can permit some reason-
able amounts of facial hair. Their
problem will be how to define -and
enforce "reasonable." The health
and life of the user is involved, so
these decisions must be made

-carefully. It must be emphasized
again that facial hair characteristics
change daily, so any tests of face-
piece fit or how long the breathing
air cylinder will last on one day will
be different on succeeding days.

Finally, under no conditions,
would this author recommend that
any facial hair which intrudes be-
tween the facepiece-to-face seal be
permitted in those departments us-
ing demand apparatus.
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Effect of Facial Hair on RespiraLor Perform, e

E. C. HYATT, J. A. PRITCHARD, C. P. RICHARDS, and I-.,GEOFFRION

Ica A Iuianex .cirmuilivLdct ~iirautry, Unaiserxiiy olC ialjurnaia. 1.a, A laiiA., New Mrrimt, 8.7544

The effect of facial hair on the perfonrmance of half-mask II-faeepicce respi-
ton was measured with qu-titaltvc mcrosol rcupirulor-n-Ctes! bysienui. D)iffcrent

I s•bjects having varyinr degrees of faci'l stubble, sidebu/ns, and bcards were u.,,ed
in st•u•y. Test remlt showed that the effect of facial hair on the performance of a
res for depends upon the degree to which the hair inteyerm with the sealing surface
or the pirstor, the physical characteristic-s of the ficial har, the type respirator
worn in lation to the subject's facial characteristic, and other factors. It-is con-
cluded th• persons with excessive facial hair smchas facial stubble, sideburns, and
beards whi• nerfere with the respirator seal, cannot expect to obtain as high a
degre of f" or performance a person!s who e clean shaven.

Introduction tory became involved as part of a much
T T IS OBVIOU'S TO EV• ""c .ohlarger project to evaluate all types of respira-

. ... .obere tht thrc_ 1ne ost eas- / tory protective devices under simulated workUal'Iohserver that there n- •beeon' a pro- ,

,aconiditions. We have also been investigating
..oti ..ed cha It'oward l M Ia other factor.s that effect respirator performi-

styles andu toward the wearing of nkoustacg; ancc, such as this very contemporary prob-
wide, long sideburns; and beards. Although lem of beards. Our study was limited to the
this papver is co~nc.rned only with i ffect etsting of several different types of halt-mask
of facial hair o• respirator performa the and full-facepiece respirators equipped with
problem of the beard as an •patial high-cftnicicny cartridges.
ha'tiard is not new. For cxample./Alexanqer
Tlle Great prohibited his Grecian oldieO Experimental Procedure•
from wearing beards because Atey were to)\ -convenien a hand-hold intyttletl lt'r M1ri aSle.u

The present day consequenees of wearing Two Lypes of quantitative man-test systems
beards ar not likely to as severe as in ,Oere used in this study. The quantitative di-
Alexander's lime, but ) /verthelhss a nan l : dyl phthlate (DOP) aerosol respirator man-
wearing a respirator in unknowlingly be te. .s|ystem. consisted of a thermnal DOI' gen-
placcd in a hltazarth•• ilt:ation if his facial craic lh:a pr(uictlced a ,lionlolislprsc 0.3-,11
hair inlerferes with I e sLaling of lie respira- lX),P .rii.l i, a 3 ft by 3 ft by 7 f! 'high
tor 0) has face. ": an- ea. chainbcr. The amount of facelpiece

[In recent yea;, others have investigated I leakage ias determined with a forward-light-
the problem of tae effect or facial hair on res- scattering motometer by sampling contin- -
pirutor perforrTancc. Among them are Hou- uously from ce facepiece at 8 liters per rain-
,mini and G fann in the United Kingdom; ,I ute (LPM).
the U.S. Ar ýy3 and Navy;4 various fire de- ..The protot e NaCI aerosol respirator
partments. including the Swedish Fire De- man-test system cd a Wright Nebulizer to
fense Ag icy;:' and the Atomic lEnergy Com- ll supply a O.7-jn a •odynamic mass median
mission The Los Alamos Scientific Labora- diameter (AMMD)olydisperse NuCI aero-

Wor perf-- mc- under the usp-ices of the U.S. Atomic .sol to a portable tes hood. A continuous
Encri/ Commission, sample was taken fro the facepiece at I
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FIRE FIGHTERS
1750 NEW YORK AVENUE. N.W.. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20006

TELEPHONE NO. (202) 872-8484

William H. McClennan
President

Frank A. Palumbo
Secretary-Treasurer

Dear Sir and Brothers:

Due to changes in grooming and styles of the fire fighters, many of our
local unions and individual members are at odds with old rules and reg-
ulations, new additions, and amendments with stricter enforcement.

We have been of the opinion that a court or Arbitration Board could rule
in any direction. However, when the fire department administration stressed
safety and mask leakage due to excessive hair, reasonable rules and regulations
were upheld.

The latitude of fire fighters in the United States was restricted by a legal
decision on April 5, 1976 in which the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the employer's
right to set "rational" hair regulations. In Kelley, Commissioner. Suffolk
County, N.Y. Police Department v. Johnson the majority of the court ruled
that a county regulation limiting the length of a policeman's hair did not
violate any rights guaranteed by the 14th Amendment. The Court said the regu-
lation could be supported because it reflects the desire to make police officers
recognizable to the public and similar application to all would result in im-
proving the "esprit de corps." Safety of the emoloyee was not a factor in
this case.

A second case involving a fire fighter Quinn v. Muscare, Supreme Court
#75-130, supports the Kelley v. Johnson theory and is inciuded with the enclosed
supplemental information. Edward Hickey, Jr., General Counsel for the IAFF,
has furnished an analysis of each case.

Fraternally,

Michael J. Smith
Director of Research

Enclosures
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ANALYSIS OF .DECISION:-

of the

•- SUPEM COUR 0 THE UNITED STATES

in!

.KELLE V. JOHNSON

On. April 5 the Supreme Court of the United States handed down its

opinion in Kelley v. Johnson reversing a decision of the United States

Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit and upholding a county regula-

ion !nitin- g the length of commuy police=en's baix.

"In.+bti case, the Police Co=missioner of Suffolk County, New York,

hbad promulgated a regulation directed at the style and length of hair,

sideburns, and m-staches vorn by ma5e police officers and which prohibited

beards and goatees except those worn for medical reasons. The regulation

v as attacked as violative of a patrolman's right .of free expression under

the First Amenmment andbis guarantees of due process and equal protec--

tion: undex the Fourteenth Azeaerdet because, since it was not based upon.

the generally accepted standard of grooming in the community, it placed

*undue restriction upon his activities in the co=munity.

. A majority of the Supreme Court', in an opinion by Justice Rehnquist,

declined to recognize that the Constitution proEects ordinary citizens

in matters of personal appearance but ttated that, even if such protec-

tion is afforded ordinary citizens, governent employees are to be

treated differently from the citizenry at large. Thus, the Court found

it "highly significant" that the individual attacking the Suffolk County

regulation was proceeding "not as a, member of the citizenry at large,

but on the contrary as an e=ployee of the police force of Suffolk County,

-a subdivision of the State of New York." 1loreover, the Court felt that'-.



since this case does not involve a fundamental First Amendmeut right,

and since the Court has recently sustained comprehensive and rubstantial

restrictions upon government, employees' First Amendment activities,

there was "surely even more room for restrictive regulations of state

e=ployees [here] where the clai1 inplicate,[d] only the more general

contours of .the substantive liberty interest protected by the Fourteenth

Amendizent.

Since the majority felt no fundamental right was involved, it

date---ne - that the ha-i leng:th regulation should be considered not as

. a'separate imfringement upon an alleged liberty interest but rather i=

* the overa-1 context of the county's chosen mode of organization for its

police force. In this light the majority rejected the lower court's

view that the burden was on the State to establish a genuine public

need for each of these regulations. Rather, the majority felt that all

such reg-lat-Icns, -.hich hadý no counterpart wvth respect to the public

at large, were part and parcel-of the county's chosen organizational

striucture, "which' [the county] undoubtedly deem[ed] the most efficient

in eatbling its police to carry out [their] duties". As such the Court

fox4 the regulations to be a presumptively valid action pursuant to

the .State's police power. The signifficance of this opinion is that the

burdan is no longer upon the State to establish a genuine public need

for these types of regulations (i.e., those not affecting First Amendment

rights) but rather upon the individual State e,ployees to show that the

3



regulations are not rationally connected, to the promotion of safety of

persons'and property.

Applying this test to the specific:lfacts of the case, the majority

upheld the, Suffolk County hairi regulation. Inferring from the fact

t-hat the overwhelming majority of state and count7 police are uniformed

that similarity of police officers is desirable, the majority deter-

. ined that whether such a choice was based "on a desire to make police,-

officers readil7 recognizable to the members of the public, or a desire

for the esrit de corps which such similarity is felt to inculcate

wit the police force itself", either basis constituted a sufficiently

rational justification for the regulation so as to defeat the individual

* pa"ro'T-n s claim.

Justice Powell, concurring with 'the majority, felt that the majority

opinion did nbt imply that a liberty interest as to matteri of personal

appearance did not fall within the Fourteenth Amendment. Rather, he

analyzed the case on the basis of a weighing of the degree of infringement

ofO.the." individual's liberty interest against the need for the regulation

and. deter-.ined that this process of anaalysis justified the application

of "a reasonable regulation to uniform police forces that would be an

-i-permissible intrusion upon liberty in ,a different context.

Justices Marshall and Brennan dissenting, stated that the majority's

opinion "that the liberty guarantee of the Fourteenth Amendment does not.

e=o•pass matters of personal appearance [is] fundamentally inconsistent

- 4 -.-'-" . ".



with -the values of privacy, self-identity', autonomy, and personal--

integrity, that. [the dissenters] have ý&lwaysi alssume~1 the Constitution

was designed to protect." The lack of precedent on this specific issue

of a citizen's right to choose his own appearance, the dissenters con-

t..Inue, ar-ises "only because the right has been so clear as i6 be beyond

question . . . its endstence has simply been talken for granted. In an

increasingly crowded society in which it is already extremely difficult

to maintain -one's identity and personal integrity, it would be dis-

treussing, to say the least, if the Government could regulate our personal

appearance ancufined by any constitutional strictures whatsoever.." in

addition, the dissenters, while fully accepting the goals of idenrLfi-

ability of police officers and maintenance of esprit de co=-s, could

find no rational relatiouship between. the challenged hair regulations

and these goals.

Edward ~J. Hickey, Jr.
General Counsel, .AT: "
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-SUPERXM7. COURT OF MU~1=E STATE
Syllabus

KELLEY, COMMISSIOINER, SUFFOLK COUNTY
POLICE DEPARTI!MNTr v. JOHNSON

OM=AUM TO TM VnIT= STATES CG=R OF AYPPLLS FOR
* T~ SECOND CIRC=t

No. 74-12%9. Argued Deceber 8, 1975-Decided ApnlJ 5, '1976

7A coty reguLetion( limitin the lengthl of county poliremen's hair
he&d not to violate. any right guaranteed respondent policeman
by the Fourteenth Amnmo.Pp. 6-11.

(a) Respondent sought the protection of the Fourteenth
Am-endeat, not, as an ordinary citize, but as a. law enforcement
employee of the county, a subdivision of the StLate, and. this die-
tinction, is one of considemble signi~cnnce si:-Le a Sazte has wider

* ltutde and notably differeut interests in imposing restrictive
on is em~oye tha ttdoes in regulating the citi-.

wny at*large. P. 7.
*(b) Choice of organization, dres,,ý;and equipment for law en-

-forcement persozmer iseniled to the 'usae sort of pren~ption of
legislative vilidity as ame state choices to promote other aims
within the cognizance of the State's police power. : Thus, the
question, is not whether the State c=~ "establish" a "genuine Pub-
Hec need" for, the specific regbwn but whether -es-pondent, can
demonstrate that there is no rational' coanectioa between the.
reglaiaorbaseas. it i oteounty s method of organizing its

*poise force, =nd the promotion of sallety of persons and property.
* Pp.7-10.

(c). Whether a. state or local government's choice to have its
police uniformed reflects a desire to make police offcers readily

--'rInsbe to the public or to foster the cerprit det corps that
similarity of ga-rb and appec~ance may inculcate within the police
force itself, the justification for the hair-stle regulation is suf-
ficiently rational to defeat repondent's caim bar-ed on the liberty
gu~ara~ntee of the Fourteenth Amendment. P. 10.

508 F. 2d4368, re,=rsed..
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8UPRE ME COURT OF' TUB, UNITED STATES1

No. 74-126.9a KELLEY v. JOHINSON

8yIkb~.

R21,o)mNT, J., delivered the opinion of the Court. In which
Bwunoa, C. J., and BmwAwr, Wnrra, DLAOCuu.-, and POWELL,, JJ.,
Joined. PowELt. J., filed a. concurring opinion. MARSHALL, J., filed

a disenting opinion, In which BRENNAN, J., Joined. SirEvENS, J.,'
took no part In the consideration or decision of the case.,

Eugene I. [elley,' Commnis-
asoner of the Suffolkc

County Police
Department,
Petitioner,

V.

On" Writ of Certiorari to
the United States Court
of Appeals for the Second
Circuit.

t
• ,!

o ,

,e

o.. Edward Johnson, etc.

I * C-
[April 51,'!,76]

Mn. JUBTics RmIuNlQUIT delivered the opinion of the
Court.

t ' .

o .

t

*1

qt

I.

" The District Court for the Eastern District of New
I ' . York originally dismissed respondent's complaint sceking

declaratory and injunctive relief against a regulation
I promulgated by petitioner limiting the length of a police-
' •man's hair. On respondent'a appcal to the Court of Ap-

peals for the Second Circuit, thatjudgment was reversed,
. .and on remand the District Court took testimony and

, .thereafter granted the relief sought by respondent. The

A •Court of Appeals affirmed, and we granted certiorari, 421
U. S. 087 (1975), to consider the constitutional doctrine
embodied in the rulings of the Court of Appeals. We
reverse.

'I

.1' In 1071 respondent's predecessor, individually and as

president of the Suffolk County Patrolmen's Benevolent
Association, brought this action under the Civil Rights
Act of 1871, 42 U. S. C. § 1983, against petitioner's pred-
ecessor, the Commissioner of the Suffolk County Policeii

/. .€'
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Department The Comnmlsaloner had promulgated Order

No. 71-1, which established hair grooming 3t6ndards

applicable to male members of the police force.' The

t Order No. 11-1, amending Chapter 2 of the Rules mad Proce-

durcs, Police Department, County of Suffolk, N. Y., provided:

"2/75.0 Members of the Force and Department shall be neat and

C€ean Olt all times while on duty. Male personnel shall cOmply with

the following grooming standards unless excluded by the Police Com-

missioner due to special assignment:

"2/75.1 TIAlRf: Bair shall be neat, cican, trimrme, and present X

groomed appearance.. Hair will not touch the earn or the collar

except the closely cut hair on the back of the neck. lalt In front

will be groomed so that it does not fall below the hand of properly

worn headgear. In no case will the bulk or length of the hair inter-

feer with the proper wear of any authorized headgear. The

.acceptability o al member's hair style will be based upon the criteria

in this paragraph and not upon the style inlwhichhe-choosesto.wear- --

his hair.
"2/752 SIDEBbJUNS: it an Individual chooses to wear aide-

burns they will be neatly triimmed and tapered In the same manner

as his haircut. Bideburns will not extend below the lowest part of

the exterior ear opening, will be of even width (not flared), and will

end with a cean-shaven horizontal line.
."2/75.3 MUSTACI M-: A abort and neatly trimmed mustathe

may be worn, but shall not extend over the top of tlhe upper lip or

beyond the corners of the mouth.

"2/75.4 BEAUDS & GOATEEB- The face will be clean-shavenl

other than the wear of the acceptable mustache or sideburn.s Beards

and goatees are prohibited. except that a Police Burgeon may grant a

waiver for the wearing of a beard for medical reasons with the

approval of the Police Commissioner. When a Surgeon prescribes

that i member not shave, the beard will be kept trimmed oym-

* metrically and all beard hairs will be kept trimmed so that they do

.', not protrude more than one-half inch from the akin surface of the

" • face.
" "2/75.5 WIGS: Wigs or hair pieces will not be worn on duty In

'* " uniform except for cosmetic reasons to cover natural baldness or

physical disfiguration. If under these conditions, a wig or hair piece

/..<, i3 worn, it will egnforni to department standards."

regulation was directed at the style and length of hair,.
sideburns, and mustaches; beards and goatoee were pro-.

hibited, except for medical reasons; and wigs conforming
.to the regulation. could be worn. for cosmetic reasons.

The regulation was attacked as violative of respondent

patrolman's right of free expression -under the First

Amendment and his guarantees of due process and equal

protection under the Fourteenth Amendment, in that it

was "not based upon the generally accepted standard of

grooming, in the community" and placed "an undue

restriction" upon his activities therein.
The Court of Appeals held that cases characterizing

the uniform civilian services as "para-military,"and sus-

taining hair regulations on that basis, were not soundly

, grounded historically.' It said the fact 'that a police

force is organized "with a centralized administration and

a disciplined-rank- and -fillýfor efficient-conduct Wof-its

affairs" did not foreclose respondent's claim, but instead

bore only upon "the existence of a legitimate state Inter-

est to be reasonably advanced by the regulation." Dten

v. Barry, 483 F. 2d 1120, 1128-1129 (1073). The Court

of Appeals went. on to decide that "choice of personal

appearance is an ingredient of an Individual's personal

liberty"' and is protected by the Fourteenth Amend-

'. g., ,SJtradley v. Anderson, 478 F. 2d 188 (CA8 1973); Green-
wald v. Frank, 40 A. D. 2d 717, 337 N. Y. 8. 2d 225 (1972), aff'd

without opinion, 32 N. Y. 2d 802, 340 N. Y. S. 2d 529, 299 R. E.

2d 895 (1973). The District Court's dismissal was based on cases.

upholding the discretionary Ipower of the military, and National

Guard to regulate a soldier's hair length. See Gianatasio v. JVAjjte,

420 F. 2d 008 (CA2), cert. denied, 400 U. S. 941 (1970); Raderman

v. Kaine, 411 F. 2d 1102 (CA2),' cert. dismissed, 390 U. 8. 070

(1909).
'Id., at 1130. While it recognized the distinction between citi-

tons and uniformed employees of police and fire departments, the

Court of Appeals stated that the individual's status. bore not on (he
I,
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mont. It further held that the police department had
"failed to make the slightest shiowing of the relationship
between its regulation and the legitimate interest It
sought to promote." Id., at 1130-1131. On the basis
of this reasoning it concluded thaLt neither dismissal nor
summary judgment in'the District Court was appropri-
ate, since the department "has the burden of establishing
a genuine public need for the regulation." Id., at 1131.

T1hereafter the District Court, under the compulsion
of the remand from the Court of Appeals, took testimony
on the question of whether or not there was a, "genuine

publio need." The sole witness was the Deputy Com-
missioner of the Suffolk County Police Department, peti-
tioner's subordinate, who testified as to the police depart-
ment's concern for the safety of the patrolmen, and the
need for some standards of uniformity in appearance.'

existence of his tight but whether the right was outweighed by a -

legitimate state interest., Id., n. 9.
' 6 On r emrnd, the complaint was appropriately amended to reflect

the interim renumbering and modification of the hair grooming
regulation. The fonner sections 2/75.0-2/753, see n. 1, supra, were
• modifi•a t provide as follows:

"Members of the Force will be neat and clean at all times while
on duty. Male personnel will comply with the following grooming
standards unless exclad.d by the Police Commissioner due to special
assignments:
S "•. lHair will be neat, clean, trimmed and present a groomed
appearance. Hair will not go below the ears or the collar except
the closely cut hair on the back of the neck. Pony tails are

, prohibited. In no case will the bulk or length of the hair interfere
jwith the proper wear of any authorized headgear.

1"D. If a member choosea to wear sideburns, they will be neatly
trimmed. Sileliurns will not extend below the lowest part of the ear.
Gidcburns shall not be flared beyond 2" In width and will end with.

.a cle.an-sihaven horizontal line. Sideburns shall not connect with the
Mustache. 

I

"C. A neatly trimmed mustache may be worn."
•n.,l " nllI t'r,,ehlirt.-, Police Depmrtment, Comuty of Ruffolk, N. Y..

KELLEY v. JOHNSON

The District Court held that "no proof" was offered to
'support any claim of the need for the protectlon of the
police officer, and that while "proper grooming" is an
Ingredient of a good police department's "esprit do
corps,". petitioner's standards did not establish a public
need because they ultimately reduced to "[u]niformity
for uniformity's sake." I The Distriot Cout granted the

2/2.10 (hereinafter Rules and Procedures). Sections 2/75.4-2/75.5,
asee n. 1, utpra; were simply renumbered as 2/2.16, subdivisions D
and E, respectively. Deputy Commissioner Rapp's testimony on
remand was directed to the regulation as modified. For present
purposes, the differences are Immaterial.

' Illustrating one safety problem, Rapp showed that an assailant
could throw an officer off-balance by grabbing his hair from the
rear and levering against the patrolman's back. After noting that
the prohibition against "pony tails" was thus a proper one, the
District Court stated:
"The remainder of 2/2.16A, however, bears'no relationship to safety
but rather related to hair styling. The potential danger in hairdrees
is the ability of the offender to grip the hair and hold the fate of
the police officer in his hand. Blulk and length of the hair is nrot
regulated except as it interferes with 'the proper wear of any
authorized headgear. Thus the regulation would permit bulky and
longthy hair on the top of the head, thereby presenting the very
problem that was demonstrated. In the remaining subdivisions,
sideburns, mustaches and wigs are regulated and beards are barred.
No proof was offered to support any claim of the need for the pro-
tection of the police officer in the pertinent regulations."

The District Court's findings with respect to the relationshiphbetween
morale and grooming standards are as follows: ..

"The high morale of police personnel is a matter. of grave 'con-
cern to the department. . Proper grooming is an Ingredient of the
esprit de corps of a good law enforcement organization. The self-
esteem generated in the Individual and the respect commanded from
the public it serves promotes [sic) the efficiency of the organization's
work. However, with the exception of the general requirement that
hair, sideburns and mustaches be neatly trimmed, the regulations do
not provide standards for proper grooming. Rather, the standards
do nothing more than demand uniformity. UInifonnity for uniform-
ity's sake does not establish a publie need. Defendant offered no
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relief prayed for by respondent, and on peiltioner's
appeal that judgment was affirned without opinion by
the Court of Appeals..

Section I of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United
States Constitution provides in pertinent part:

"[No State] shall . . . deprive any person of life,

liberty, or property, without due process of law."

This section affords not only a procedural guarantco
against. the deprivation of "liberty," but likewise pro-
tects substantive aspects of liberty against unconstitu-
tional restriction by the State. Board of Regents v.
Roth, 408 U. S. 564, 572 (1972) ; Griswold v. Connecticut,
381 U. S. 479, 502 (1965) (Wni[TE, J., concurring).

-The `"liberty'Linterest cloimed-byrespondent here, of
course, is distinguishable from those protected by the
Court in Roo v. WVade, 410 U. S. 113 (1973); Eisenstadt
v. Baird, 405 U. S. 438 (1072); Stanley v. Illinois, 405
U. S. 645 (1972); Griswold v. Connecticut, sitpra; and
Meyer v. Nabraska, 202 U. S. 390 (1923). Each of those
cases involved a substantial claim of infringement on the
individual's freedom of choice with respect to certain basic
matters of procreation, marriage, and family life. But
whether the citizenry at large has some sort of "liberty"
interest within the Fourteenth Amendment in matters of

proof that beards, goalees, bair Myles -that extend below the ears
or coUar, or sideburns that extend below the lowest part of the ear
or beyond 2" In width and do not end with a clean-shaven horl-

j, zontal line affect the morale of the members of the police depart.
ment or earn the disrespect of the public."
While noting'Rapp's testimony that uniformity was required for
identification, the District Court stated: "It would appear, however,

/". that the uniform (issued by the department) supplies the necessary .
/*., Identification for police wrork."

v I.
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personal appearance is a question on which "this
Court's cases offer little, if any, guidance. We can,
nevertheless, assume an affirmative answer for purposes
of deciding this case, because we find that assumption
insufficient, to carry -the day for respondent's claim.

Respondent has sought the* protection of the Four-
teenth Amendment not 'As a member of the citizenry at
largo, but on the contrary as an- employee of the police
force of Suffolk County, a subdivision of the State of
Now York. While the Court of Appeals made passing
reference to this distinction, it was thereafter apparently
ignored. We think, however, it is highly significant.
In Pickeringv. Board of Education, 391 U. S. 5630,668
(1908), after noting that state employmentmay not be
conditioned on the relinquishment of First Amendment
Trights- the Court stated that "(alt the same time it can-
not be gainsaid that the State has interests as an em--
ployer in regulating the speech of its employees that
differ significantly from those it possesses in connection
with regulation of the speech of the citizenry in general."
More recently, we have sustained comprehensive and
substantial restrictions upon activities of both federal
And state employees lying at the core of the First Amend-
ineit. Civil Service. Comrn'n v. Letter Carriers, 413
U. S. 548 (1973); Broadrick v. Oklahoma, 413 U. S. 601
(1073). If such state regulations may survive chal-
lenges based on the explicit'language of the First Amend-
mont, there is surely even more room for restrictive regu-
lations of state employees where the claim implicates only
the more general contours of the substantive liberty
interest protected by the Fourteenth Amendment.

The hair length regulation here touches respondent as
an employee of the county and, more particularly, as a
policeman. Respondent's employer has, in accordance

- 10 -
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with Its well-established duty to keep the peace, placed
myriad demands upon the members of the police force,
duties which have no counterpart with respect to the
public at large. Respbndent must wear a standard uni-
form, specifio in each detail. When in uniform he must
salute the flag.! lie cannot take an active role in local
political affairs by way of being a party delegate or con-
tributing or soliciting political contributions Hei can-
not smoke in public.' All of these and other regula,-
tions '*.of the Suffolk County Police Department infringe
on respondent's freedom of choice in personal matters,
and it was apparently the view of the Court of Appeals
that the burden is on the State to prove a "genuine public
need" for each and every one of these regulations.

This view was based upon the Court of Appeals' rea-
soning that the "unique judicial deference" accorded by
the judiciary to regulation of members of the military was
inapplicable because there was no historical or functional
justification for the characterization of the police as

* "para-rnilitary." But the conclusion that such cases
are inapposite, however correct, in no way detracts from
the deference due Suffolk County's choice of an organiza-
tional structure for its police force. Here the County
has chosen a mode of organization which it undoubtedly
deems the most efficient. in enabling its police to carry out
the duties assigned to them under state and local law."

. R Rules and Procedures 4/1.O-4/13.
' id., 0/22. ..

, 'Id., 2/25.
. IDid., 2/5.1.

"See, e. g,, id., ?/14.0 et scq. (Code of Ethics).
, The Court of Appeals itsef found that while there was no desire

.on the part of local governments like Suffolk County to create -P
," "military force," "it]be use of much organization evolved as a

practicol odmninstratlive solution . . . .' 483 F. 2d, at 1128-1129

(empliasis added)-

KELLEY v. JOHNSON.

Such a choice necessarily gives weight to the overall need
for discipline, esprit do corps, and uniformity.

The county's choice of an organizational structure,
therefore, does not depend for Its constitutional validity
on any doctrine of historical prescription. Nor, indeed,
has respondent made any such claim. His argument does
not challenge the constitutionality of the organizational
structure, but merely asserts that the present hair length
regulation infringes his asserted liberty interest under
the Fourteenth Amendment. . We believe, however, that
the hair length regulation cannot be viewed in isolation,
but must be rather considered in the context of the coun-
ty's chosen mode of organization for its police force.

The promotion of safety of persons and property is
unquestionably at the core of the State's police power, and
virtually all state and local governments employ a uni-
formed police force to aid in the accomplishment of that
purpose. Choice of organization, dress, and equipment
for law enforcement personnel is a decision entitled to the
same sort of presumption of legislative validity as are
state choices designed to promote other aims within the
cognizance of the State's police power. Da/-Brite Light-
ing, Inc. v. Missouri, 342 U. S. 421, 423 (1952); Prince v.
Massachusetts, 321 U. S. 158, 108-170 "(1944); Olsen v.
Nebraska, 313 U. S. 236, 240-247 (1041). Having recog-
nized in other contexts the wide latitude accorded the
Government in the "dispatch of its own internal affairs,"
Cafeteria Workers v. McEtroy, 307 U. S. 886, 896 (1901),
we think Suffolk County's police regulations involved
hero are entitled to similar weight. Thus the question
is not, as the Court of Appeals conceived it to be, whether
the State can "establish" a "genuine public need" for the
speciflo regulation. It is whether respondent can demon-
strate that there is no rational connection between the
regulation, based as it is on respondent's method of orga-
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nizing Its police force, and the promotion of Bafot" of
persons and property. United Public Workers v. Mitch-,
ell, 330 U. 8. 75, 100-101 (1047); J'acobaon v. Massachu-
setts, 197 U. 8. 11, 30-31, 35-37 (1905),

We think the answer here Is so clear that the District
Court was quite right In the first instance to have dis-'
missed respondent'a complaint. Neither this Court,
the Court of Appeals, or the District Court Is in
a position to weigh the policy arguments in favor of and
against a rule regulating hair styles as a part of regula-
tions governing a uniformed civilian service. The consti*
tutional issue to be decided by these courts is whether
petitioner's determination that such regulations should be
enacted is 'soiirational that `it;Viay be- branded "arbi-
trary," and therefore a deprivation of respondent's "lib-
erty." interest in freedom to phooso his own hair style.
IVilliamron v. Leo Optical Co., 348 U. 8. 483, 487-488
(1055). The overwh'olming majority of state and local
police of the present day are uniformed. This fact it-
self testifies to tie recognition by those who direot those
Qperations, and by the people of the Statci and localities
who. directly or indirectly choose sich persons, that atim-
ilarity in appearance of police officers is desirable. This
choice may be based on a' desire to make police officers
readily recognizable to the members of the public, or a
desire for the esprit do corps which such similarity is felt

,' to inculcate within the police force Itself. Either one Is
A sufficiently rational justification for regulations so as

'to defeat respondent's claim based on the liberty
guaranty of the Frourteenth Amendment.

The Court of Appeals relied on Garrity v. New Jersey,
.385 U. S. 493 (1967), and amid in their brief in support

:of respondent elaborate an argument based on the )an-
guage in Garrity that "policemen, like teachers and law-
yers, are not relegated to a watered-down version of

. RELLEY v. JOHNSON

constitutional rights." Id., at 500. Garrity, of course,
Involved the protections afforded. by the Fifth Amend-
ment to the United States Constitution as made applica-
blo to the States by the Fourteenth Amendment. Mal-
loy v. Hogan, 378 U. S. 1 (1904). Certainly its language
cannot be taken to suggest that the claim of a member
of a uniformed civilian service based ýon the "liberty"
interest protected by the Fourteenth Amendment must
necessarily be treated for !constitutional purposes the
same as a similar claim by a member of the general
public.
. The regulation 'challenged here did not violate
any right guaranteed respondent by the Fourteenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution, and the
Court of -Appealsý was- therefore- wrong in reversing the
District Court's original judgment dismissing the action.
'rho judgment of the Court of Appeals is

Reversed.

Mn. JUBTICE STEVENS took no part in the consideration
or decision of this case.
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Ma.. Jusna Pow=L, concurring.

I concur in the opinion of the Court and wrie to
make clear that, contrary to the concern, expressed in
the dissent, I find no negative implication in the opinion
with respect to a liberty interest within, the Fourteenth
Amiendment as to matters of personal appearance. See
Poe Y. UUm.,i, 367 U. S. 497, 541-40 (1961) (Harlan,
J, dissenting). When the State has an interest in regu-
lating one's person•a appearance, -s it certainly does in
this case, there must be a weighing of the degree of
invrfgement of the individual's liberty interest against
the need for the regulation. This process of analysis
justife the application of a reasonable regulation to a
uniformed police force that would be an impermissible'
intru.sion upon liberty in a diferent contejt.
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Ma. JUSTcz

The Court today upholds the constitutionaliy of Suf-
folk County's regulation limiting the leagth of a police-
man's ha.ir. While the Court only assumes for purposes
of its opinion that "the citizenryit lazrge has some sort
of liberty' interest within the Fourteenth .medment
in matters of personal appearance..." ante, at 6-7, I
think it clear that the I Fourteenth 'mendment does
indeed protect a,.inst comprehensive're.ula tion of what
citizens may or may not wear. And I find that the
rationides offered by the Court to justify the regu-
lation -in this case are ;insuffeient to demonstrate its
constitutionality. Accordingly, I respectfully dissent.

As the Court recogniz•s, the Fourteenth Amendment's
guarantee against the deprivation of liberty "protects
substantive aspects of liberty against unconstitutional
restrictions by the Stt-;." Ante, 'at'. 6. And we have
observed that "[I]iberty under law extends to the full
range of conduct which ihe individual is free to pursue."
BoUing v. Shar-pe, 347U. S. 497, 499 (1954). See also

'1 .4 .-
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Poe v. Uliman, 307 U. S. 497., 543 (.1981) (hlarlima J.,
dissenting).' It seems to me manifest that that "full
range of conduct" must encompass one's interest in dress.
ing according to his own taste. An individual's personal
appearanco may reflect, sustain, and nourish his person-
ality and may well be used as a means of expressing his
attitude and lifestyle.' In taking control over a citizen's'

.personal appearance, the Government forces him to sacri-
fice substantial cleinents of his integrity and identity as

.well. To say that the liberty guarantee of the Fourteenth
Amendment does not encompass matters of personal ap-
pcaranco would be fundamentally inconsistent with the
values of privacy, self-identity, autonomy, and personal
integrity that I have always assumed the Constitution was
designed to protect. See Roe v. Wade, 410 U. 8. 113
(1973); Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U. S. 557, 564 (1969);
Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 iU. S. 479, 485 (1965); Olm-
stead v. United ,States, 277 U. 8. 438, 478 (1928). (Bran-
deis, J., dissenting).

Ivae have held that the Consltitution's protection of liberty en-
compasse the inierest of parents in having their children learn,
Cqrm:mn, Ateler v. Nebraska, 262 U. S. 300 (1923), (he interest
of parents in being able to send their children to privato as well

'. as public schools, Pierce v. Societytof Sisters, 268 U. S. 510, 634-535
(1925), the interest of citizens in traveling abroad, Kent v..Dulles,
357 U. 8. 110, 125 (1958);_- Aptheker v. Secretary of State, 378
1U.S. 500, 505 (190.1), the interest of a woman in deciding whether
or not to terminate her pregnancy, Roe v. WVade, 410 U. S. 113,
.153 (0973), and llto interest of a student in the damage to his
rdputatLion caused by a 10-day suspension from school. Geas V.
Lopez, 419 U. S. 565, 574-575 (1975).
V While the parties did not address any First Amendment Issues

ii any detail in this Court, governmental regulation of a citizen's
personal appearance may in some circumstances not only deprlv•
hint of liberty under the Fourteenth Amendment but violate his

Airrst Amendment rights as well. Tinker v. Des Moloies School Dis-
Irier, 393 U. S. 503 (1909).

C1,ELLEr Y v. JOHIINSON

If little can be found In past ceses of thils CoUrt or
Indeed in the Nation's history on the specifio Issiue of a
citizen's right to choo3e his own personal appearance,
it is only because the right has been so clear as to
be boypnd question. When the right has been men-
tioned, its existence has simply been taken for granted.
For instance, the. assumption that the right exists is
reflected .in the' 1789 congressional debates over which
guarantees should be explicitly articulated in the Bill of
Rights. Brant, The Bill of -Rights 53-47 (1965). There
was considerable debate over whether the, right of assem-
bly should be expressly mentioned. Congressman Benson
of New York argued that its inclusion was necessary to
assure that the right would not be infringed by the Gov-
ernment. In response, Congressman Sedgwick of Mas..
sachusetts indicated:

"If the committee were governed by that general
principle . . . they might have declared that a man
should have a right to wear his hat if he pleased...
but [I] would ask the gentleman whether he thought
it necessary to enter these trifles in a declaration of
rights, ina Government whera none of them were in-
tended to be 'infringed." Id., at 54-55 (emphasis
added).

Thus, while they (lid not include it in th'e Bill of Rights,
Sedgwiek and his colleagues clearly believed there to be
a right in one's personal appearance. ; And, while they
may have regarded the right as a trifle as. long as it was
honored, they clearly would not have so regarded iH if it
were infringed.

This Court, too, has taken as an axiom that there is
a right in one's personal appearance.* Indeed, in 1958

7There has been a substantial amount of. lower court litigation con-
cerning the constitutionality of hair length and dress code regulations
as applied to schoolchildren. Some of the cases have found the
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we used the existence of that right as support for our
'recognition of the right to travel:

"Tieo right to travel is a part of the 'liberty' of which
the citizen cannot be deprived without due process
of law under the Fifth Amendment.... It may be
as close to the heart of the individual as the choice
of what he eats, or wears, or reads." Kent v. Dulles,
357 U. S. 110, 125-120 (emphasis added).

To my mind, the right in one's personal appearance is
inextricably bound up with the historically recognized
right of "every Individual to the possession and control
of his own person,"' Union Pacific R. Co. v. Botsford, 141
U. S. 250, 251 (1891), and, perhaps even more funda-
mentally, with "the right to be let alone-the most coin-
prehensivo of rights -and the right most valued by civi-
lized men." Olmstead v. United ,States, 277 U. S., at 478
(Brandeis, J., dissenting); In an increasingly crowded
society :in which it is already extremely difficult to main-
Lain one's identity and personal integrity, it would I)0
distressing, to say the least, if the Government could
regulate our persontal appearance untconfined by any coil-

stituA•ional strictures whatsoever.'

rationales offered for such regulations to be sufficient to support their
constitutionality. See, e. V., King v. Saddleback Junior College Di3-
.riot, 445 F. 2d 932 (CA9), cert. denied, 404 U. S. 979 (1971);
Glell v. Rickelman, 441 F. 2d 444 (CAO 1971); Ferrell v. Dallas In-
dependent Sclool District, 392 F. 2d 697 (CA5), cart. denied, 393
U. S. 858 (1968). Other cases have found similar regulations un-
consfitutional. See, e. g., Richards v. Thurslton, 424 F. 2d 1281
(CAI 1970); Breen v. Kaohl, 419 F. 2d 10341 (CA7 1069), cart. denied,
398 U. S. 037 (1070). None of the cras, however, have Indicated
that the Constittition may offer no protection at all against corn-
prehcnsive regulation of the personal appearance of tlhe citizenry at

. large.
I History is (lotted with Instances of governments regulating the

perdonal appearaneo of their cilizews. For instmace, in an effort to
stimulato his. countrymnen to adopt a modern lifestyle, Peter the

KELLEY ,. JOHNSON

II.

Acting on its asumption that the Fourteenth Amend.
ment does encompass a right in one'spersonal appearance,
-the Court Justifies the challenged hair length regulation
on the grounds that such regulations may "be based on a
desire to make police officers readily recognizable to the
members of the publio, or a desire for the esprit do corps
which such similarity Is felt to inculcate within the police
force itself." Ante, at 10. While fully accepting the aims
of "Identiflability" and maintenance of esprit do corps, I
find no rational relationship between the challenged regu-
lation and these goals.6

Oreat Issued an edict in 1698 regulating the wearing of beards
throughout Russia. Durant, The Age of Louts XIV 398 (1963).Anyonetho wanted to grow a beard had to pay an annual tax

of from one kopek for a peasant to one hundred rubles for a rich
merchant. Ibid. Of those who could not afford the "beard tax,"
theroewere many "who, after having their beards shaved off, saved
them preciously, in order -to have them placed in their collins,
fearing that they would not be allowed to enter heav'en without
them." Robinson, Readings in EuropW.an History 390 (1900).

There are more recent Instances, too, of governments regtulating
the personal appearance of their citizons. See, e. g., N. Y. Times,
February 18, 1974, at 22, -col.- 4 (Czech police, st op long-haired.
young men, telling them to get haircuts); N. Y. Times, July 23,
1972, at 4, eel. I (Libyan government tells youths to trim hair and
wear more sober clothes or submit themselves for training in the
army); N. Y. Times, July 7, 1971, at 22, col. 8 (over one thousand
young men rounded up and given haircuts by South Korean police
in what was described by government officials as a "social purifica-
tion" campaign); N. Y. Times, October 13, 1970, at 11, col. 1
(police force.- hundreds of South, Vietnames youths to cut their
hair). It is inconceivable to ma that 'the Constitution would offer
no protection whatsoever against the carrying out of similar actions
by either our federal or state governments.

0 A policeman does not surrender his right in his own personal
appearance simply by joining the police force. See Tinker v. Des
Moines &Ihool District, 393 U. S., at 500 (1069). I agree xvitl-( tle
Court of Appeals that the "status of the individual raising the claim
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- ... Dear Sir and. Brotl

T a& enclosing a copy of the Supreme Court decision in the Muscare
case which turned out better_ than we actually anticipated.

The derision requires some explanation in order to be completely
clear as to what :t resolved. First, the Cour-t by concluding at the'
end of its Per Curian decision that the writ of certiorari is diLsm=issed
as. i.,. vidently granted actually a=outs to a stat*ement that the Court
of: Appeals decision belZo rhich was in our favor on the procedural due
process of a pre-suspension hearing. is left standing in full force and
effect. According!y, the Seventh Circuit decision on this very impor-
tane issue can st-ill be used unless azother case involving the sane
issue is -reviewed and rLve-sed by the Supreme Court. Actually the
reason vhy the Court did this appears to be an even split between the
Justices participating. (eight in number due to Mr. Justice Stevens dis-
qualification of "iM-elf because of the fact that he was a mimber of
the Seventh Circuit at the time the Muscare decision was rendered by
that Court).

A further reason why the Court did not record itself as bein"g
split 4 - 4, which -would normally be the case and which would result
in the judg--ent bellw being affirmed anyway, is the fact that, as
related in the opinion of the Court,. the Civil Service Commission of
the City of Chicago revised its rules to provide for pre-suspension
hearin.gs in all non--emrgemcy cases thereby in effect moo.ting that
issue on appeal.

As to the merits of the case which the Court of Appeals below did
not decide, the Supreme Court goes on to say that. its decision in the
Kelley case would govern the problem of the hair regulatio"nand justify
the. posirion of the City of Chicago without need to have a hearing on
that issue. Eow the Court, can do this after concluding that it had
improvidently granted a vrit escapes-me and to my knowledge has never
occurred before but, in any event, they did and at least that part of
the position of the Fire Fighters was lost.

............................ ....,..........
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As for the first justification offered by the Court, I
simply do not sea how requiring policemen to maintain
hair of under a certain length could rationally'be argued
to contribute to making them identifiable to the publho
as policemen. Surely, tite fact that a uniformed police.
officer is wearing Isa hair below his collar will make him
no less identifiable as.'a policeman. And one can not
easily Imagine a plainelothes officer being readily idonti-
fiable as such simply because his hair does not extend
beneath his collar.

As .for thl Court's second justification, the fact that It
is the President of the Patrolmon's Benevolent Associa-
tion, In his offioial capacity, who has challenged the regu-
lation here would seem to Indicate that tile regulation.
would if anything, decjease rather titan increase the po-
-lice-force's espit de~corp" .4 Andoyen if one accepted the
argument that substantial similarity in appearance would-
increase a force's esprit do corps, I simply do not under-
sLand how implementation of this regulation could be
expected to create any increment in similarity of appear-

hears [not on -the existenie of. the right but rather] on the ques-
tion of whether the right is outwcighed by a legitimate slate inter-
est." .483 F. 2d, at 1130 n. 0. Titus, the need to eraluate
the governmental Interest and the connection between it and the
challenged governmental action is as present when the party whMcs

' rights have allegedly been violated is a public employee as when
lie is a private employee. Sea C6SC v. Leuter Carriers, 413 U. S.
543, :664-567 (1973). To hold that citizens somehow-.fuitomatically
give up constitutlional rights by becoming public employees would
mean that more Ithan 11 million American citizens are currently
al'.,ected by having "executed" such "automatic waivers." Statistical

Abstract of the United States 1075, 272. -.
os" Nor, to say tile least, is til esprit de corps argument bolstered

dIy the fact, that the International Brotherhood of Police Officers,
A' 25,000 member wniin representing uniformed police officers, has
filel a brief as amicus curiae arguing that the challenged regulation
)1r° unconstitutional.

KELLEY 61. JOHNSON

ance among members of a uniformed police force. While'.
the regulation prohibits hair below the cars 'or the collar.
and limits the length of sideburns, it allows the main-
tenance of any type of hair style, other than'a pony tall.
Titus, as long as their hair does not go below. their collars,
two police officers, one with an "Afro" hair style and tihe
other with a crew cut could both be in full cotipliance
with the regulation.'

The Court cautions us not to view the, hair length
regulation in isolation but rather to examine it "in the
context of tile county's chosen mode of organization of
its police force." Ante, at 0. While the Court's caution
Is well taken, one should also keep ilt mhiid, as I fear
the Court does not, that what is ultimately under scrutiny
Is neither the overall structure of the police force nor
the uniform and equipment requirements to which its
member are subject but rather the regulation which
dictates acceptabl.-e hair lengths.-- "ihefact that the
uniform requirement, for instance, may be rationally
orelated to the goals of increasing police officer "identifl-

ability." and the maintenance of esprit de corps does
absolutely nothing to establish the legitimacy of the hair
length regulation. I see no connection between the
regulation and the offered rationales' and would accord-.
ingly affirm the judgment of the Court of Appeals.

F'rhe regulation Itself eschews what would appear to be a less
Intrusive means of achieving similarity In the heir length of on-duty
officers. According to the regidattlof, a'policeman cannot comply
with the hair length requirements by wearing a wig with hair of
the proper length while on duty. The regulation prohibits the wear-
ing .of wigs or hair pieces "on duty in uniform except for cosmetic
reasons to cover natural baldness or physical disfiguration." Ante,
at 2 n. 1. 'Thus, whilh the regulation in terms applies to grooming
standarda of policemen while on duty, tho hair length provision
effectively controls both on-duty'anl off-duty appearance.

Because, to my mind, the challenged regulation fails to pass even
a minimal degree of scrutiny, there is nond to determine whether,

given the nature of the interests involved and the degree to whitInthey are affected, the application of a more heightened scrutiny

would be appropriate. ' .p.



Some of you may have some further questions on this decision
after reading the analysis - if so, do not hesitate to write to me
and we -iii atte•pt to answer them.

"- - Si.cerel.y '"

"wa..d J.. Hickey, Jr.
General Counsel, IA"T
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NO~iWbere It list tteeaib. a syllabus (beadnets) WIftbel To"

leavid, so lie beling dos a I to~nnQtinv ith this case, a t 1 time

the opinion Is vinu5tL The syllabus cone tit~ts no part of the opinlion

of the Court but has bees t rpafsd by Re~liporter . Decisions for
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BUpRtEMIEi COURT OF THE, UNIITED STATES3

No. 75-130

Robert J. Quinn, Individu-
ally and as Commissioner
of the Chicago Fire De-.

partinent, Petitioner,
V.

Francis Muscare.

On Writ of Certiorari to
the United States Court
of Appeals for the Seventh.
Circuit.

[May-3, 19761

Peln CURAM. t .

The respondent, a lieutenant in the Chicago Fire Dr-
partment, was suspended from his job for a 29-day period

in 1074 as a result of charges related to his violation of

the department's personal appearance regulation.' Fol-.,

bioting the auspen1sion1, the respondent brought an action

I The personal Appearance regulation provided:

"All members of the Chicago Fire Department shall present a

:clean and proper appearance in personal care and attire at all times.

,The face shiall be clean-shaven, except that a non-eccentric mustache

.Is pirmssible. Mustaches shall not extend beyond a line perpen-

dioulnr.to the comer of the mouth and the full upper lip must be

readily visible. Sideburns shall be trimmed short and shall be no

l low er titan a line from the middle of the ear.
"'jlair shall be worn neatly and closely trimmed, and the hair

outline shall follow the contour of the ear and slope to the back

* of the neck. it will be gradually tapered overall in order to present

a n•ifL appearance." Section 51.133 of the Itules and lRegulations

pjlihe Chicago Fire Depirtment.

The respondent was also charged with conduct unbecoming a

member of the Chicago Fire Department. §Ol.001,.Ond disobedience

oWorders, § 01.00(1, in connection wvitlh his failure to conform lIiz Ap-

QUINN v. MUSCAREI

In the United States District Court for the Northern Dis.

trict of Illinois seeking an injunction and backpay otq.

the ground that the regulation infringed his constitu-

.tional right to determine "the details of his personal

appearance."' The'department defended the challenged

regulation as a safety measure designed to insure proper

functioning of gas masks worn by firefighters and as a

means of promoting discipline ilwthe department and

.the uniform, well-groomed appeara nce of its membcrs.

After a hearing focusing on the operation of the self-

contained breathing apparatus used by members of the

department, the District Court found that the personal

appearance regulation was justified "on safety grounds"

-and& that -the respondent's goateeýviolated theý regulation_- -

Explaining that the other regulations cited in the dis-

charge notice were not "relevant or pertinent to the is-

suesa,' the court denied the respondent's motion for

Injunctive relief.

The Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit reversed,

holding that the respondent "was suspeplded without

procedural (lteo process"'. Thie appellate court cont-

Chided that the Constitution requires "that some oppor-

tunity to respond to charges against him be made avail-

able to the governmental employee prior to disciplinary

*action against him." iThe Court of Appeals did not

'The respondent, contended that the personal appearance regula- -

lion violated his "right to personal freedom guaranteed by the First,

Third, Fourth, Fifth, Ninth, and Fourteenth Amendments." In ad-

ditlon, he cainied that the regulation proscribing conduct unbecont-

ing a member of the department was vague and overbrond and

that I1 at1spengion without it prior hearing was unconstitutional.

.Although the respondent had not been afforded a presuspenslon

hearing he lind a right to apoot-suspension hearing before the Civil

Service Coninmiion. The commiialon was empowered to Award

backpa), and to order the deletion of the suspension from the eni-

p*loyce''s ervice rerord.
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dispute the District Court's determination that "the only..
issue" was whether the suspension for having a goatoe
was "justifiable under the circumstances." Although it
did not reach the merits of the respondent's challenge to
the constitutionality of the hair regulation, the Court of
Appeals did note that the regulation "does not appear to
be co-extensive with the need for safe and eficient use of
gas masks and, if that is the sole justification, mlght.well
be more narrowly drawn."

Following the grant of certiorari and the oral argument.
in this case, this Court in another case upheld it police
dopartment hair regulation similar to that challenged by
the respondent in the present litigation. Kelley v. John-
son, - U. S. -. In that case, we concluded that "the
overall need for discipline, esprit de corps, and uniform- j
ity" defeated the policemen's "claim based on the liberty
guaranty of the Fourteenth Amendment." Id.; at--,
-, slip op., at 9, .10. Kelley v. Johnson renders im-
material'the District .Court's factual determination re-
garding the safety justification for the Department's hair
regulation about which the Court of Appeals expressed
doubt. Moreover, after the grant of certiorari, this
Court was informed that the Civil Service Commission
of the city -of Chicago had revised its rules to provide for
presuspension hearings in all nonemergency cases.4

While this voluntary rule change was subject to recission,
counsel for the petitioner candidly advised the Court at
orid argument that even if the petitioner should prevail,

'4 Altihough the new rule w'ai adopted In August of 1975, before
the grant of certiorari on October 14, 1975, it was first brought ter o
o~ir attention in the respondent's brief filed on February 4, 1970.
,The revised procedure providing an opportunity for a presuspension
henjing apply to all Chicago civ'il service employees except memwbers
9[ the police deparrmint, who arc govenied by a different set of

/snhrxrdea.

QUINN p. MUSCAIE.

It was very doubtful that the commissl•oa would revert
to its former suspension procedures.

In view of these developments, the writ of certiorari
is dismissed As improvidently granted. ordered.

MR. JucTI-E 8Tr-zrs took no part In the consideration
or decision of this case.
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MULHOLLAND, H-CKEY, LYMAN, McCORMICK, FISHER & HICKEY
SUITCE£' . 112S F4FTEF.•• STREET. N.W.- TOLEDO OFFICE

PH•.ONE[ r l 313-.185 741 NA'"ONA,. BANK BLDG

TOLEDO. 0HIO 43604
SWASHINGTON, D. C. 20005

DWAAD ,L 0b"1WC Y J. CL.ArENCE w. UL.OLU.AN•
- J•, C iACJC. A. LTklAN

MCA Z...LL bvdei1, 19y77 EDWARD J. MCCORMICK. JI.
mOf.t" A- WeOO•-y - DONALD W. PS,,ER

I. JEff"Rey OMSER
RAYMOND i SWEENEY

.ai-ael Sn.it:h-

CF F= I
1750 New York Avenuet, N.W.
-. hingt , D. C. 20006

RE: DIFEEM .S 3IN HA LEN

"' caY & WaE

-ferecing o tee=e=on coversation yesterday, please be advise
that the C ts have generally hel d that tne crt.ixrm_ nt of short hair on
men n=t on wen does not c=stiatte sex disr==inaticn in vilation
of Title V=l of the Civil Rights Act as a ,ede (42 U.S.C. Sectim 2000e,
et seq.). See I=o v. Carlisle De~ont & Caoany, 537 F.2d. ".685 (2d.
Cir. 1976); Raott v. Missouri Pac. R.R., 527 F.2d. 1249 (8th Cir. 1975);
Willingha v. 4acon Tel egra.h PubishUng Co., 507 F..2.d. 1084 (5th Cir.
1975); Baker v. Califoa=ia land Title! Co., 507 F.2d. 895 (8th Cir. 1974);
Dcee v. Giant Food Inc., 488 F.2d. 11333 (D.C. Cir. 1973).

Zse Conrt decis• s are consist,-t with the S&ree Czot's rulng
in Kelley v. jon•c-a, 44 L.W. 4469. Iln that case, the &zre Co=t held
that a crty re,1ation liniting the 1lenth of a p1iraian' s hair did not
violate any castitational right -u P'nteed rol J czren uier the 14th An~endz~t.
Sp taificaly, the Cot noted that similarity in appearance and a desire
for escrit de corps provided a "sufficiently rational justification" for the
ha i length regulations so as to def~at the po1icwren Is constitaticnal claims.

Fire departmnt require s,,n:cciz hair length are for-ded u;=
= ip i r-an" -c.sideraticns than appearance and es-orit de corps-namely, the

. safety of tbh individual seeking to ar long" hzir, as well as the safety of
oth--rsS. Under these ci--csncs, ;it is virtually i"rssible to force
* ej =g--gt authorities to rxdfy hair length .reqi'-ents for fire fighting
persu-e. See_ also Cap .ll v. Beauqhler, 1 FE 1.308 (9th Cir. 1975) ubere
the Cot held that,* t•here" was no st•bt.ion, isme presented by United
States Marne Corps reguatis presaribing h-air length and style or by the
Cr-ps' inxteretation that ý-ecltued use of wigs by rzale ready reservists
since .prohiibiticn of wigs for mun is rationally related. to legitimate
* u n=te-rests in safety and in c abi.i .



Michael Smith
Page 2

if you have any questios on this subject Mike, please don't*
hesitate to contact me.

Siner-ely yours,

FISM & Er

-Zg:2i'BY
Tharms A. Wbodey



Because of its research in respira- and breath' apparatus is of such difference in the size of the air spaces
tory protective devices used by the widespre interest and concern, between a coarse beard with large-
fire service and industry, the Law-- this arti ewit1discuss the situation diameter hair cylinders and a fine
rence livermore National Laboratory and to putit into perspective, beard with small-diameter hair
(LLNL) receives numerous requests h this articT• may not provide cylinders.
for information about breathing pro- t answers to pecific problems, The length of the hair is another
tection. By far, the greatest number ,hich may invol v emotional fac- factoraffecting the leak rate. Figure2
of letters and phone calls from the /tors, it will gives .one specific in-. shows, in a simplified version, how
fi-e service concern the use of breath- formation known a ut facial hair the Jonger hairs may compress more
ing apparatus by fire fighters wit and breathing 'protect n. tightly than shorter hairs. This com-
beards, long sideburns or extra-o g pression can tend to push the face-
moustaches. Periodically, ther are . piece further away from the face.grievances filed and hearing/held Facepiece-to-Fa'ce Leakage ates Also, if the hairs are springy and

for reprimands and dis hissals One ofthemore frequently sked kinky, they will resist packing

issued by both industry ajl the fire questions is how much leakage •oes together and tend to push the face-

service because a user jfa respira- a beard cause? This question cannot piece away, again increasing the

tory protective dei• refused to be answered because the amount]X leakage rate. Thus, a newly trimmed

shave excess facial hair, claiming a leakage will •vary considerably• beard may be more springy and

vio'lation of pers a] rights. These among indiv.iduals, depernding on \cause greater leakage than a longer

are complicate .occasionally by _a many factors. \one. Figure 2 also illustrates how

condition, fo d usually in black The texture of a beard, for exam- 4Nen a one-day's growth of beard

males, in • _.savn cau~ses mild ple, will affect 'the leak rate. A fine- sti ble can cause some leakage.

to severe •-tation to the skin. __ haired beard usually will compact Eac ,day's growth will change the

Since A'e problem of facial hair and cause less leakage than a coarse- fitting ~haracteristics, so someone

haired beard. Hair is roughly in the who ma ~have had a satisfactory fit

shape of a cylinder. Thus, the small- "one day w~ll not have the same fit on

"'m;d•ru•s perfonned byLawrence Liv~r'-. •er 
.the diameter of each hair succeeding a~ys.

rpre National Laboratory under the auspices cylinder, the smaller the spaces be- • The vol'um of-hair on the. face is..2

f t e . S .D e a rt e n o f E n r g y c n tr c t t w e e n t h e h a ir c ylin d e r s . F ig u r e 1 a n o t h e r d e t e r mn i n g f a c to r i n t h e f i t .

.Ynumber W -7405-ENG-48. sh w ,i-ne a g-td f rm h p r~ f ~ t h. sideburns pene-

The Internationalire Chief 
2
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April 19, 1983

MEMORANDUM FOR: L. J. Cunningham, Chief Section B, Engineering and
Technical Support Branch, IE

FROM: L. R. Greger, Chief, Facilities Radiation Protection
Section

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR GUIDANCE CONCERNING 10 CFR 20.103 AND THE
USE OF PRESSURE DEMAND SCBAs

Attached is a licensee's response to an item of noncompliance concerning
wearing of beards by fire brigade members. The licensee's response
included a proposed policy regarding the use of respiratory protection
equipment. (Fire brigade members are frequently required to wear pressure
demand SCBAs in their emergency roles.) The proposed policy would allow
the use of pressure demand SCBAs by persons with full beards provided the
service time is not reduced to less than 20 minutes. The service time
would be determined by a test conducted biennially. We disagree with this
policy due primarily to the uncertainty involved in service time determin-
ations, but there appears to be no clear regulatory basis for this disagree-
ment. Also in their policy, the licensee states that i0 CFR 20.103(a) (3)
permits the use of postexposure whole body counts for the purpose of
determining compliance with 10 CFR 20.103 intake limits. This is clearly
true when approved respirators are worn in accordance with 10 CFR 20.103(c),
but it is not clear whether this is true if an approved respirator is
improperly worn (e.g., facial seal interference).

We request guidance concerning the acceptability of the licensee's policy
concerning wearing of pressure demand SCBAs by persons with full beards,
and the licensee's use of whole body counts in these circumstances for the
purpose of determining compliance with 10 CFR 20.103 intake limits.

L. R. Greger, Chief
Facilities Radiation Protection Section

Attachment: As stated

c w/attach:
. Fisher, IE

M. Shanbaky, RI
K. Barr, RII
B. Murray, RIV
F. Wenslawski, RV
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Big Rock Point Plant
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and a check of the battery water level. We are c tinuing to
investigate, through the manufacturer, any add' lonal. surveillance

uirements. In addition, all such lighti units which are
acce ible during power operation were te ed to verify operability.

Corrective ction To Be Taken To Avoi urther Noncompliance:

A search was ma e to that assure 1 emergency lights have been

The Date When Full Co ce Will Be Achieved:

Testing will be comp ted du *ng the next outage, as some of the lights
are located in hi radiation as. Any additional recommendations-of

- the manufacture will be evaluate nd appropriate tests developed
within 60 day of receipt.

Item No. 3a c & d - Noncompliance (50-155/82-13-

"3. Te nical Specification 6.8.1 requires the establis nt of and
dherence to administrative procedures for fire protect

Contrary to the above, several fire protection program admini ative
procedures were not established and/or adhered to:"

Item No. 3a - Noncompliance (50-155/82-13-06A)

"ia. Firefighter protective equipment such as protective clothing and
respiratory protective equipment was not being utilized in the manner
prescribed by the fire protection implementing procedures."

The inspection report identified three specific concerns regarding the
use of firefighter protective equipment. They are:

"Examination of the fire brigade training and medicrecords revealed
that one fire brigade member did not have a res ory fit test during

ear 1981 because he was wearing a ull ial beard at the time
the was given."

.ant records was condutbt4
members) needed a respira

employees

oc1282-0113a142-123
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ýýective Action To Be Taken To Avoid Further No0 liance:

'The propo policy regarding use of resp- ory protection equipment
(see response Item No. 3a.2) will implemented upon approval by
the NRC, and all e brigade mem s will be so qualified.

Our pla nt r q i e e ts w 
l e c aged to require b iennii a testing in

4 accordance with Federal1 ula ns.
S T h e D a t e w h e n F •C o r n l i l a n c e W i l ' e i e v e d :

r o e pt 

be n l

3a.2 "During this routine inspection,, the inspectors observed a total of

three (3) fire brigade members with full facial beards parti~ipation 
in

the annual fire brigade practice session conducted on Wednesday, August

18, 1982. These persons cannot be considered qualified fire brigade

members because their facial hair-invalidates 
their qualification 

for

the use of respiratory 
protection 

equipment".

Response 
to Item 

No. 
3a.2

Corrective 
Action Taken and Results Achieved:

We have reviewed the applicable 
regulations 

regarding 
the use of

respiratory protection devices, and there appears to be no specific

requirement 
that would invalidate 

the respiratory 
protection 

qualifica-

tion of fire ibrigade members wearing beards. In particular we noted

the following:

10 CFR 20 - it is stated in Appendix A, footnote B, that "Only for

shaven faces and where nothing interferes 
with the seal of tight

fitting face pieces against the skin." This is interpreted 
to permit

thee of published 
Protection 

Factors when the listed devices are

used on individuals 
who are clean shaven in the area of the seal.

However, 1 
0 CFR 20 does not appear tostate that individuals 

must be

clean shaven to wear the respirator. 
Also, 10 CFR 20.q03a.3 

permits the

use of post exposure whole body counts for thepurpose 
of determining

compliance 
with 10 CFR 20.103.

29 CFR - in this regulation 
which addresses 

non-radiological 
hazards it

is stated in Section 1910.134e.5.i 
that, "Respirators 

shall not be worn

when conditions 
prevent a good face seal. Such conditions 

may be a

growth of beards, sideburns, 
a skull cap that projects under the face

piece or temple pieces on glasses." 
Thus, if a good face seal exists

oc1282-0113a142-123
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(defined as the lack of inward leakage) facial hair in the area of the
seal may be worn.

Therefore, we are proposing the following policy regarding use of
respiratory protection equipment. In addition to the regulations dis-
cussed above, this policy was developed based on the following two con-
siderations:

1. The results of an experiment we performed with a Survive Air
respirator which indicate that these 30 minute respirators,
operating in the positive pressure mode, provide 22 minutes of
protection for a person with a coarse full beard. This
experiment was performed in a quantitative fit-test booth and the
observed protection factor did not vary from those normally seen
for clean shaven persons.

2. According to our Fire Plan, we may be required to call upon the
local volunteer fire department for assistance. Some of these
individuals, over whom we have no control, have beards.

The proposed policy is as follows:

a. Persons who may be required to wear respiratory protection
devices with tight fitting face pieces shall be certified in
their use. To maintain certification, each individual to be
certified shall shave in the area of the seal and receive a
quantitative fit test once every two years and/or if a signif-

icant change in the individual's facial features is noted..

b. Persons required to wear respiratory protection devices with
tight fitting face pieces shall also be clean shaven in the area
of the seal when such devices are required to be worn, except as
described in c below.

c. Persons with facial hair in the area of the seal may initially
don, (1) in emergency (radiological or fire) situations and,

(2) in drills, positive pressure open circuit SCBAs provided that
the service time is not reduced to less than 20 minutes. For
persons with such facial hair, a length of service time test
under simulated work conditions shall be performed with their
beards intact at least every two years.

d. Individuals initially responding to emergencies, who have facial
hair in the area of the seal, shall be replaced as soon as
practical with individuals that are clean shaven in the area of
the seal.

e. Determination of individual intakes of radioactivity may be based
on air sample and bioassay techniques.
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f. Appropriate respirator eyeglasses should be maintained available.
Also, contact lenses shall not be worn in any Respiratory
Protection Device.

Corrective Action To Be Taken To Avoid Further Noncompliance:

The proposed policy regarding use of respiratory protection equipment
will be implemented upon approval by the NRC.

The Date When Full Compliance Will Be Achieved:

The date of full compliance is dependant on the results of the NRC
review of the proposed policy but will be no later than 30 days
following said approval.

3 .3 "Appendix A, cards 5 and 6, "Fire Emergency Actions and Responsfi-
ties," of the fire protection implementing procedure's do not quire
the fire brigade leader or otherfire brigade members to re ond to•ractice. drill or actual fire scenes wearing protcietnout coatsr

oOSHA hard hats."

Corrective ction Taken and Results Achieved:

%m

"Selfcontained b thing units shall b orn for protection against
airborne activity, yg•en deficient a aeas, toxic gases or when
specified by the Prop ty PrtetoSupervisor or brigade leader."
Appendix A, Card 5 (FrBigd ader) states "His immediate actions
are to don a self-contai br hing apparatus and bring the caddy to

We concur that protectiv-coti• h and respiratory equipment are

important and should b rworn when ~ghting fires. However, the NRC's
Sconcern is that all igade members sponding to a fire alarm should

be required to firj put on protective othing and respiratory

We believe at response to a fire alarm shou be immediate without
undue del . The detectors in use at Big Rock Pnt are very sensitive
and if •ere is a fire, it could still be small en h that a fire
exti~n isher could put it out. If time is taken to •to a fire depot
to 6n protective clothing and respirator, fire brigade embers might
a ive five or ten minutes later to the fire and the fire ore

SPresently, the brigade leader don rtcie clothing and a res rator
S and reports to the scene. Normally, an Auxiliary Operator would
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